**Lightweight, easy-to-assemble modular design!**

The modular davit arm and base system is designed for manhole and confined space entry/retrieval applications. Lightweight modular design breaks down into individual components for easy tool-free assembly and disassembly. The davit arm system is constructed of powder-coated aluminum and stainless and zinc-coated steel to maximize strength, minimize weight and resist corrosion even under the harshest conditions. Ideal to use where a tripod is not feasible.

**Portable or fixed installation**

This system is made up of three main components: a modular davit arm, a lower mast and your choice of base. Choose from three types of bases to best fit your application.

The **three-piece portable base** adjusts from 37 to 64” wide to fit various hole/entrance sizes. It uses four independent leveling feet that adjust up to 9” to stay securely planted, even on rough unlevel terrain.

The **vehicle hitch-mount sleeve** installs onto 2” vehicle hitches, providing a portable anchor point. The optional universal joint assembly installs between the hitch-mount sleeve and your vehicle to compensate for uneven ground conditions.

For permanent installation, the **fixed floor-mount base** can be securely anchored to any horizontal concrete or steel structure.

**Accommodates multiple winch devices and support systems**

The davit arm can accommodate multiple winch devices. It comes standard with the mounting accessories for the primary support system. If you need a winch-type backup support system, order an additional quick-release mounting bracket and winch/SRL adapter plate (sold separately). We recommend that you use a DBI-SALA Salalift® II winch as the primary support and the sealed SRL (self-retracting lifeline) as the back-up device. Integrated anchor ring provides yet another back-up connection point for a self-retracting lifeline or rope grab system.

Maximum working load for this product is 450 lbs. Meets all OSHA requirements, no matter what configuration you select.

---

**For a complete system, order the following components:**

1. Modular Davit Arm (65176)
2. Lower Mast (65177)
3. Base (choose from three)
4. Support Options (choose from our full selection)

**Description**

- Modular Davit Arm: 65176
- Lower Mast: 65177
- Carrying Bag for Davit Arm & Mast: 65169

**Bases (Choose one to complete your system)**

- 3-Piece Portable Base: 65178
- Vehicle Hitch-Mount Sleeve Base: 65123
- Fixed Floor Mount Base: 65126

**Optional Accessories for Bases**

- Carrying Bag for 3-Piece Portable Base: 65174
- Universal Joint Assembly for Vehicle Base: 65125

**Primary Support (DBI-SALA Salalift II Options)**

- 60’ Winch, Galvanized Cable: 65180
- 60’ Winch, Stainless Steel Cable: 65181
- 120’ Winch, Galvanized Cable: 65182
- 120’ Winch, Stainless Steel Cable: 65183

**Backup Support (Sealed SRL Options)**

- 50’ Winch, Galvanized Cable: 65128
- 50’ Winch, Stainless Steel Cable: 65129
- Quick-Release Mounting Bracket (1 of 2): 65186
- DBI-SALA Winch/SRL Adapter Plate (2 of 2): 65189

**Anchor Ring Backup Support (SRL and Rope Grab Options)**

- 30’ Self-Retracting Lifeline*: 65127
- 50’ Self-Retracting Lifeline*: 65128
- 85’ Self-Retracting Lifeline*: 65129
- Carabiner Hook: 65119
- 50’ Rope Grab Kit: 65131
- 100’ Rope Grab Kit: 65132

* Carabiner hook required in order to attach SRL to anchor ring.